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Part I: Definition of Marriage

In thinking about the solution to this issue, I have decided that I am unable to respond with

the answer that you would like for me to give. This is so because of the use of “definition” has

been  taken  out  of  its  proper  context.  In this  paper,  I  intend  to  answer  the  question  of  the

definition of marriage, but there are also two main points that I am going to attempt to draw out:

(1)  the  nature  of  definitions  and  how  they  apply  to  marriage,  and  (2)  why  this  issue  is

problematic.

A definition is supposed to “de-fine” (read: make finite), or “de-limit” this thing from that.

Defining words separates, for us, things that are distinguishable in reality in order that we can

communicate rationally (in a non-chaotic fashion); e.g., this is not that, a horse is not a pig. This

gives us a common ground for describing our common knowledge of reality, again, so we can

communicate in a meaningful way.

For example, Fred tells Danny, a child who doesn't know any better, “This is a horse,” while

pointing at a horse. Later on, Danny's friend Terry comes around and is standing next to the horse

and a pig. Terry, out of fun, proceeds to tell Danny that the thing that looks like a horse isn't a

horse, but it is actually the pig that is known as “horse.” Danny is now confused, because Fred

had told him earlier that the thing that looked like a horse was known as “horse.” Danny knows

there is  a difference between the horse and the pig, but  now doesn't  know which one is the

correct word to describe it. What word correctly describes this piece of reality? 

But, in our circumstances, the  ultimate problem isn't that Danny doesn't know the correct

name of the thing, but that this horse is different from the pig.1

In the same way, this can be applied to the current  problem of marriage. What we call

1 And, continuing with definitions by themselves, that there should be a word to describe it accordingly.
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marriage describes a portion  of reality that  is  not  the same as  other  forms of relationships,

whatever type they may be. What a marriage is can be determined largely by human nature (and

its exposition throughout history). At this point, I would like to posit the definition of marriage:

A covenant or partnership of life between a man and a woman, which is ordered to the well-

being of the spouses and to the procreation and upbringing of children.

Looking throughout history (with this definition in mind), with all of our imperfections, I

think it needs to be stressed that this is human nature – this is part of who we are. Ultimately,

without this “lived-out” definition of marriage, I would not be here to write this paper today, nor

you to read it. This word  is so interconnected with and representative of reality, that if the act

described (marriage) weren't real, you and I wouldn't be here today (be it by instability of society

because of, e.g., everyone “running around,” or in non-creative sexual unions).

Simply put, we can't call any possible situation “marriage,” just like we can't call a pig a

horse – it's not true. 

So, considering that the reason why we define things – to describe, or distinguish, reality – it

follows  that  marriage,  nor  horses,  nor  any other  thing  should  be  called  what  it  is  not.  In

philosophy, there is an important (even to the point of being foundational) principle known as the

Principle of Non-Contradiction. Simply stated, something can't  be and not be at the same time.

It's usefulness is not to be ignored in this discussion – a horse is a horse, and not a pig. It can't be

both a pig and a horse at the same time.

If we allow marriage to be described in any fashion at will of the individual, then are we

really describing reality anymore? It seems that this practice (insert any word: horse, marriage,

heat) ultimately falls into the realm of opinion – which defeats the purpose of defining in the first

place.  If  we  follow  it  out,  if  everything is  relative  to  the  individual,  then  how  is  reality
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meaningfully described anymore? Whether or not one calls this or that marriage, doesn't make it

marriage – the question is, is it marriage? If it's not, then why would you call it that? Do you call

horses pigs? Or, more to the point, are horses pigs?


